
Intro to Fluid Conductors 130

To complete the writing assignments in this course, follow
the specific directions of your instructor. Usually, you will be 
directed to type your final report, single spaced, in a Word 
document, and submit the file electronically to be graded. 
All submissions should include a stacked, four-line personal 
heading in the top left corner, which includes your full name, 
course name, report number, and full date.  
 
Paragraphs do not need to be indented, but there should be 
a double space between paragraphs. The final draft should 
be written with complete sentences and carefully edited to 
correct errors in spelling, grammar, and punctuation/capital 
letter use. Reports should be at least 200 words long, unless
otherwise directed. 
 

Writing Assignment 
 

In a short, four-paragraph report, summarize in your own 
words the pros and cons of each of the four types of fluid 
conductors—pipes, tubing, hose, and manifolds. For each 
of the four, in addition to a concise summary, also include 
a way to avoid leakage for that particular conductor. 

Writing tips 

When summarizing information you read, it is important to convey the
shortened, yet accurate and complete, body of information in your own 
words. Avoid copying or cutting and pasting any phrasing that was written by 
someone else. To truly learn a concept, one must internalize the ideas and 
information to a point where the writer or speaker can correctly explain that 
information in his or her own words. 
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This class provides 
an overview of fluid 
power conductors, 
including pipes, 
tubing, hose, and 
manifolds. 

 

 


